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called on Koscialkowski, just come from Budapest, and in the
evening was his guest at dinner. The Polish Premier recalled
how, before the Great War, Poles had been students at Ghent
and Liege, and extolled the heroism of the Belgians in that war.
He referred with satisfaction to the commercial treaty recently
concluded between their countries and its benefits for both.
Belgium, like Poland, was a constructive factor in international
affairs. In reply van Zeeland expressed his faith in the future
of Poland, "gloriously reconstructed." He spoke hopefully of
an improvement in the general economic situation, despite dark
clouds in the political sky. Poland had lessons in her patriotism,
tenacity, and optimism for Belgium; all these great qualities
had been incarnated in Pilsudski—"that exceptional personality."
In a meeting with the representatives of the Press he referred
to Beck's conversations with him at Geneva and elsewhere as
"direct, without circumlocutions or euphemisms," and what
would be expected from the Minister of a country whose policy
was inspired by realities, as had long been the policy of Belgium.
Both the Belgian and the Polish Press commented on the great
success of the visit; the tone of the French was a little reserved,
but at the moment France was interested most of all in her general
elections then being held. Their result, in a swing over to the
Left, with a stronger Communist colouring, gave concern to
Poland, as she was afraid that the position of France in the inter-
national arena would be weakened by fresh instances of her
political instability, such as in the past had had a prejudicial
effect on their relations. Polish opinion inclined to the view that
the Communist gains in the elections were largely an outcome
of the Franco-Soviet Pact of Mutual Assistance, and it contrasted
French instability and British hesitations with the bold decisions
of Germany and Italy.
poland's internal situation
Contrary to some expectations excited by the Lwow and other
disturbing affairs, May Day, with its Labour demonstrations,
passed quietly throughout Poland, though larger numbers took
part in the processions than usual. As the Kurjer Poranny observed,

